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Abstract:

The general purpose of normalization of EMG amplitude is to enable comparisons
between participants, muscles, measurement sessions or electrode positions.
Normalization is necessary to reduce the impact of differences in physiological and
anatomical characteristics of muscles and surrounding tissues. Normalization of the
EMG amplitude provides information about the magnitude of muscle activation relative
to a reference value. It is essential to select an appropriate method for normalization
with specific reference to how the EMG signal will be interpreted, and to consider how
the normalized EMG amplitude may change when interpreting it under specific
conditions. This matrix, developed by the Consensus for Experimental Design in
Electromyography (CEDE) project, presents six approaches to EMG normalization: 1)
Maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) in same task/context as the task of interest, 2)
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Standardized isometric MVC (which is not necessarily matched to the contraction type
in the task of interest), 3) Standardized submaximal task (isometric/dynamic) that can
be task-specific, 4) Peak/mean EMG amplitude in task, 5) Non-normalized, and 6)
Maximal M-wave. General considerations for normalization, features that should be
reported, definitions, and “pros and cons” of each normalization approach are
presented first. This information is followed by recommendations for specific
experimental contexts, along with an explanation of the factors that determine the
suitability of a method, and frequently asked questions. This matrix is intended to help
researchers when selecting, reporting and interpreting EMG amplitude data.
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Response to reviewer’s comments
#

Comment

Response and revision

1

I read this second paper of the series and I
found it focused and informative.
Yet, there are a few minor points that could
be clarified and still be improved in the last
paper draft for JEK readers:

Although we understand the comment from the
reviewer and agree that this is an important issue for
analysis and interpretation of EMG, we aimed to focus
this matrix on the principles and recommendations for
EMG normalization of amplitude measures. Timenormalization is a separate issue that serves for a
different purpose and is planned for detailed
discussion in a separate matrix related to temporal
issues of the EMG signal.

1-The paper does not question whether
EMG amplitude-normalization without timenormalization is valid. Please refer to this
issue, which in my opinion, is pertinent to
any time-series analyses.
2

How does the normalized amplitude EMG
(the e.g., relative to MVC) and the EMG
normalized with respect to time (total
duration of EMG activity) relate to muscle
activation?

Please refer to response #1

3

Lines 100-102 presents redundant
information because the same has been
hinted before, in lines 94-95

Thank you for your suggestion, we agree that this is
redundant and we have removed the example.

4

Lines 106-107 seems redundant because you We believe this refers to the statement “Various
are mentioning the same later in the
normalization methods have been described [Burden,
manuscript
2010; Merlo & Campanini, 2016], such as…”. We
consider that this statement is necessary to introduce
the topic of this paragraph and prefer to retain it.
line 227 "......new empirical data
We have removed the “s”.
emerges...": data emerge (delete "s")

5

6

Lines 256-257. The normalization method
may also depend on type of population (not
only on muscle or task, or the research
question asked). For example, what type of
normalization would be suitable in the case
of research in healthy normally-developed
children?

We agree with the reviewer that this an important
consideration and have referred to some examples of
this in the text and paper, e.g. pain population. We
agree that this needs to be further emphasised and
broadened. We done this in several places as follows.
Revision
Introduction. Paragraph 4, Lines 131-132 (new text in
bold).
Edited/added text:
“Further, in some task contexts or in some participant
groups (e.g., people with pain, children, etc.), the
optimal method for EMG normalization may not
necessarily be possible or practical.”
Discussion. Paragraph 2, Lines 230-245 (new text in
bold).

7

Table 2: highlight in bold, those pieces of
text where the reader is required to pay
special attention; e.g., in assumptions such
as: "....assuming a linear relation between
activation and force (although the relation is
not always linear.).." [in teh last 1/3 of the
first page in table 2]. Also, in the second
page of the same table [top paragraph], it
reads "... although the relation between
EMG amplitude and muscle activation might
not be perfectly linear". The non-linear
relation between muscle activation, EMG
amplitude and force output should perhaps
be highlighted.

8

The paper deals with existing methods. Any
suggestion about a novel or different way to
normalize time-varying EMG signals?

Edited/added text:
“In some cases there is no method available to answer
the research question (e.g., when participants cannot
voluntarily activate a muscle [e.g., motor paralysis after
cerebrovascular accident] or have difficulty activating
the muscle [e.g., pelvic floor muscle activation in
urinary incontinence, or pediatric population]). In
those cases, where no ideal method is available,
interpretation of the EMG amplitude may depend on
the use of multiple sub-optimal methods, and
consideration the convergence/divergence arising from
these.”
Response
We have highlighted in bold the sections suggested by
the reviewer.

Response
Please refer to response #1 regarding timenormalization. New methods for EMG recording may
become available, and recommendations provided will
likely change over time as new empirical evidence
emerges. This matrix will need to be updated
accordingly.
The paper does provide an indication that updates will
be needed when “new methods become available”.
We chose to leave this open but could add some
examples if that is preferred. We have also added a
sentence that describes “when no ideal method is
available, interpretation of the EMG amplitude may
depend on the use of multiple sub-optimal methods,
and consideration the convergence/divergence arising
from these”.

9

Last page in "frequently asked questions";
based on my previous concern I would ask
also: Is time-normalization also required?

Response
As previously commented, because a separate matrix
dealing with temporal issues of the EMG signal will be
prepared to address this (and other concerns), we
believe that the FAQs section should not include this
question.
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Abstract
The general purpose of normalization of EMG amplitude is to enable comparisons between
participants, muscles, measurement sessions or electrode positions. Normalization is
necessary to reduce the impact of differences in physiological and anatomical characteristics
of muscles and surrounding tissues. Normalization of the EMG amplitude provides
information about the magnitude of muscle activation relative to a reference value. It is
essential to select an appropriate method for normalization with specific reference to how the
EMG signal will be interpreted, and to consider how the normalized EMG amplitude may
change when interpreting it under specific conditions. This matrix, developed by the
Consensus for Experimental Design in Electromyography (CEDE) project, presents six
approaches to EMG normalization: 1) Maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) in same
task/context as the task of interest, 2) Standardized isometric MVC (which is not necessarily
matched to the contraction type in the task of interest), 3) Standardized submaximal task
(isometric/dynamic) that can be task-specific, 4) Peak/mean EMG amplitude in task, 5) Nonnormalized, and 6) Maximal M-wave. General considerations for normalization, features that
should be reported, definitions, and “pros and cons” of each normalization approach are
presented first. This information is followed by recommendations for specific experimental
contexts, along with an explanation of the factors that determine the suitability of a method,
and frequently asked questions. This matrix is intended to help researchers when selecting,
reporting and interpreting EMG amplitude data.
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Abstract

54

The general purpose of normalization of EMG amplitude is to enable comparisons between

55

participants, muscles, measurement sessions or electrode positions. Normalization is

56

necessary to reduce the impact of differences in physiological and anatomical characteristics

57

of muscles and surrounding tissues. Normalization of the EMG amplitude provides

58

information about the magnitude of muscle activation relative to a reference value. It is

59

essential to select an appropriate method for normalization with specific reference to how the

60

EMG signal will be interpreted, and to consider how the normalized EMG amplitude may

61

change when interpreting it under specific conditions. This matrix, developed by the

62

Consensus for Experimental Design in Electromyography (CEDE) project, presents six

63

approaches to EMG normalization: 1) Maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) in same

64

task/context as the task of interest, 2) Standardized isometric MVC (which is not necessarily

65

matched to the contraction type in the task of interest), 3) Standardized submaximal task

66

(isometric/dynamic) that can be task-specific, 4) Peak/mean EMG amplitude in task, 5) Non-

67

normalized, and 6) Maximal M-wave. General considerations for normalization, features that

68

should be reported, definitions, and “pros and cons” of each normalization approach are

69

presented first. This information is followed by recommendations for specific experimental

70

contexts, along with an explanation of the factors that determine the suitability of a method,

71

and frequently asked questions. This matrix is intended to help researchers when selecting,

72

reporting and interpreting EMG amplitude data.

73
74
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1. Introduction
The estimation of the degree of muscle activation is one of the most common

77

applications of electromyographic (EMG) recordings. Although the terms “muscle

78

activation” and “EMG amplitude” are often used interchangeably, they represent different

79

concepts. Muscle activation refers to the number of muscle fibers activated and their firing

80

rates. EMG amplitude relates to the time-varying standard deviation of the EMG signal

81

associated with the transmission of action potentials along the muscle fiber membranes. The

82

raw interferential EMG signal is a noise-like signal. Although its amplitude is related to the

83

level of muscle activation, the precise nature of the relationship is affected by many factors

84

[Farina, Merletti, & Enoka, 2004, 2014; Raez, Hussain, & Mohd-Yasin, 2006]. To analyze

85

and interpret EMG amplitude data, normalization is usually needed [Staudenmann,

86

Roeleveld, Stegeman, & van Dieen, 2010].

87

The purpose of EMG amplitude normalization is to enable comparisons between

88

participants, muscles, measurement sessions or electrode positions by accounting for features

89

that would influence the amplitude of the EMG signal, and thus alter the nature of its

90

relationship to muscle activation. These features include physiological and anatomical

91

characteristics of muscles and surrounding tissues that could/would differ between muscles,

92

study participants and testing sessions (e.g., distribution and number of fibers in the motor

93

unit territories, orientation of the muscle fibers, thickness of the subcutaneous tissue layers,

94

spatial organization of the innervation zone), and characteristics of the detection system (e.g.,

95

properties of the electrode-tissue interface, inter-electrode distance, orientation relative to

96

muscle fibers) [Burden, 2010]. For any recording situation, it is generally not possible to

97

quantify the contribution of each of these factors to variation in EMG amplitude. This makes

98

it difficult to interpret the absolute value of the EMG signal amplitude. For instance, when

99

comparing the raw EMG amplitude signal of a muscle between participants, differences
3

100

observed between those individuals may be caused by variations in their subcutaneous tissue

101

thickness and composition, or the manner in which the electrodes were placed with respect to

102

the muscle of interest.

103

In principle, the normalized EMG amplitude value provides information about the

104

degree of muscle activation present in a specific task context, expressed relative to a

105

reference value used for normalization. Various normalization methods have been described

106

[Burden, 2010; Merlo & Campanini, 2016], such as the reference to a maximal voluntary

107

contraction (MVC), sub-maximal voluntary contraction, peak/mean during task, etc.

108

Although normalization to an MVC is commonly used, because it is generally repeatable and

109

provides a reference value that can be interpreted easily, i.e., relative to the maximum

110

possible activation of the muscle [Bolgla & Uhl, 2007; Burden, 2010], this is not always

111

possible and may not be the best method for some needed analyses [Hug & Tucker, 2017].

112

Although some methods have been reported as reliable [Albertus-Kajee, Tucker, Derman,

113

Lamberts, & Lambert, 2011; Murley, Menz, Landorf, & Bird, 2010; Tabard-Fougere et al.,

114

2018] and give similar values between sessions, this does not ensure that the normalized

115

EMG amplitude value enables a valid comparison of the level of activation of a muscle(s) for

116

a specific application or research question. It is important to consider whether the

117

normalization method is both repeatable and valid, and suitable to answer the specific

118

question being addressed with EMG. Accurate interpretation of EMG data depends on the

119

appropriate selection of the amplitude normalization method and this should be well justified.

120

Several guidelines and recommendations provide guidance regarding methodological

121

issues of EMG, such as the SENIAM project (European Recommendations for Surface

122

Electromyography) [Hermens, Freriks, Disselhorst-Klug, & Rau, 2000], and the EMG

123

reporting standards (International Society of Electrophysiology and Kinesiology) [Merletti,

124

2014]. These guidelines address some aspects of the EMG experimental design, but neither

4

125

provides clear guidance for decision making with respect to the question being addressed by

126

the application of EMG in research or clinical practice. This is important as different

127

normalization methods may be appropriate/inappropriate for specific applications. Advice

128

regarding the appropriateness of a normalization method for a specific context is not straight-

129

forward. Although some recommendations are based on clear empirical evidence, many

130

scenarios have not been addressed and recommendations depend on expert knowledge.

131

Further, in some task contexts or in some participant groups (e.g., people with pain, children,

132

etc.), the optimal method for EMG normalization may not necessarily be possible or

133

practical. In such circumstances, decisions that are made concerning the means of analyzing

134

and interpreting EMG amplitude may be guided usefully by recommendations from and,

135

ideally consensus among, expert practitioners. The Consensus for Experimental Design in

136

Electromyography (CEDE) project aims to provide expert consensus to guide decision-

137

making in the recording, analysis, and interpretation of EMG [Hodges, 2019], and with

138

specific reference to guidance for specific applications. Recommendations are presented as

139

matrices that guide the application and interpretation of different salient features of EMG.

140

The present CEDE matrix was developed to summarize recommendations for the

141

normalization of EMG amplitude. The information presented in this document generally can

142

be related to the rectified, smoothed EMG signal.

143
144
145

2. Methods
Details of the project, including the method for expert group selection, and the

146

process for the development of the CEDE matrices have been described in detail elsewhere

147

[Besomi et al., 2019; Hodges, 2019]. In brief, a three-step process was followed in

148

preparation of this matrix: (1) Development of the draft content by a steering committee from

149

the CEDE project; (2) General comments from CEDE team members with expertise in the

5

150

topic; and (3) A Delphi process to reach consensus of the content. Participants of the Delphi

151

process are co-authors. Approval for this project was obtained from the Human Research

152

Ethics Committee of The University of Queensland, Australia.

153
154
155

2.1 Development of the draft content by the steering committee and CEDE project team
Draft content for the matrix was developed by the steering committee (MB, PWH) and

156

CEDE project team members with expertise in this topic (EAC, JVD, FH, ML, RM, KS,

157

TW). The content was prepared with consideration of the advantages and limitations of each

158

EMG amplitude normalization method. Six methodological approaches to normalization of

159

EMG amplitudes were considered in the matrix: 1) MVC in same task/context as the task of

160

interest (with matched contraction type, muscle length/joint angle, and/or velocity), 2)

161

Standardized isometric MVC (which is not matched to the contraction type, muscle

162

length/joint angle, and/or velocity of the task), 3) Standardized submaximal task

163

(isometric/dynamic) that can be task-specific, 4) Peak/mean EMG amplitude in task, 5) Non-

164

normalized EMG amplitude, and 6) Maximal M-wave amplitude normalization. The matrix

165

was reviewed by the nominated CEDE members to obtain feedback on the proposed design

166

and content features of the initial draft. This process was followed by refinement of the

167

content and further development before progressing to the Delphi process.

168

The overall format for this matrix was divided into six sections: general considerations

169

for amplitude normalization, general features that should be reported, pros and cons of each

170

method, common experimental contexts, and frequently asked questions. For each

171

experimental context, a recommendation of the appropriateness of an EMG amplitude

172

normalization method for a specific application was provided as “yes”, “caution”, “generally

173

no”, or “no” (see Table 1 for definitions), along with an explanation.

174

6

175
176

2.2 Delphi process to reach consensus of the content
An online Delphi approach was used to reach consensus among experts. This approach is

177

a widely accepted method to achieve consensus and is used as a decision-making method

178

[Waggoner, Carline, & Durning, 2016]. The Delphi technique uses multiple rounds of

179

questionnaires that can involve allocation of ratings and/or open-ended answers [von der

180

Gracht, 2012]. In round one, the entire matrix was sent to the whole CEDE team (n=20)

181

along with the instructions and timeline for completion. A reminder was emailed after two

182

and four weeks. The same approach and timeline were used for the subsequent round. For the

183

assessment of satisfaction level and agreement/disagreement among participants, a nine-point

184

Likert scale was used [Fitch et al., 2001] that asked contributors to indicate that they

185

considered that content was “appropriate” (score 7–9), “uncertain” (score 4–6) or

186

“inappropriate” (score 1–3). Participants rated their agreement for each cell of the matrix and

187

were invited to provide comments to highlight aspects that were not agreeable. Consensus

188

was considered to be reached if >70% of contributors provided scores between 7–9

189

(appropriate) and <15% of contributors provided scores between 1–3 (inappropriate)

190

[Williamson et al., 2012]. As a further criterion, an interquartile range (IQR) < 2 units on a

191

nine-unit scale was necessary to consider that consensus had been reached among Delphi

192

panelists [von der Gracht, 2012]. For cells that reached consensus, any contributor’s

193

comments that were recorded were considered and implemented as necessary.

194

Based on the results of round one, items with an insufficient consensus were refined by

195

the steering committee by integrating feedback, and were re-sent to the experts who had

196

provided ratings below 7 points. Changes or new information proposed by contributors were

197

highlighted in the second-round questionnaire. All CEDE members reviewed the final

198

document for endorsement and were included as authors. For this matrix, 20 experts

199

participated in the Delphi process. The lead investigator (PH) and the coordinator (MB), who

7

200

developed the draft matrix, did not participate in that process, but in addition to developing

201

the initial content, they oversaw the project and collected/integrated all responses.

202

All data were entered and processed with Microsoft Excel. The number and percentage of

203

participants rating each outcome as appropriate (score 7-9), uncertain (score 4-6) and

204

inappropriate (score 1-3) were calculated, as well as the median and IQR for each item.

205
206
207

3. Results
From the 20 experts who agreed to participate in the Delphi process, 18 (80%) replied

208

to the first-round questionnaire. Version 1 was composed of 19 items. After round one, nine

209

sections were ranked with insufficient consensus. For round two, the nine sections were re-

210

sent to experts who had rated an item lower than 7 points (n=13). Of those, 12 experts

211

(92.3%) completed the second-round questionnaire. All sections reached consensus after this

212

round. A summary of the results of the two rounds of the Delphi consensus process is

213

presented in Appendix 1 and 2, respectively.

214

The EMG amplitude normalization matrix endorsed by the CEDE project team is

215

presented in Table 2. A checklist (Table 3) is provided to guide and facilitate the reporting of

216

EMG normalization based on the content of the matrix.

217
218
219

4. Discussion
The matrix developed in this Delphi consensus project represents a summary of

220

recommendations of six methodological approaches for normalization of EMG amplitude.

221

Ten experimental contexts that represent common questions that are asked in research and

222

clinical application of EMG were included. For each context, a recommendation is provided

223

with different levels of certainty.

8

224

Strengths and limitations of this consensus process have been described in detail

225

elsewhere [Besomi et al., 2019]. In brief, the matrix represents a concise overview of

226

common normalization methods and its application in different situations, as well as

227

recommendations based on expert consensus opinion. Updates of this matrix will be needed

228

as new empirical data emerges and as new methods become available. Because empirical data

229

are not always available, some recommendations are based on logical and theoretical

230

considerations.

231

Within the consensus process, there were some conflicting opinions between experts

232

regarding the use of some normalization methods for specific applications. The greatest

233

concern related to how to make decisions when the ideal method cannot be implemented. For

234

instance, in participants with pain, it is commonly considered that participants may be unable

235

or unwilling to perform a maximal effort. In that case, normalization to MVC is likely to be

236

biased towards higher resulting values, variable and invalid. In some cases there is no method

237

available to answer the research question (e.g., when participants cannot voluntarily activate

238

a muscle [e.g., motor paralysis after cerebrovascular accident] or have difficulty activating

239

the muscle [e.g., pelvic floor muscle activation in urinary incontinence, or pediatric

240

population]). In those cases, where no ideal method is available, interpretation of the EMG

241

amplitude may depend on the use of multiple sub-optimal methods, and consideration the

242

convergence/divergence arising from these. When the task of interest is a maximum effort,

243

normalization to MVC is not possible. In that case, non-normalized EMG amplitude may be

244

considered with caution, but may require concurrent analysis of biomechanical parameters

245

(e.g., physiological cross-sectional area and muscle fiber length) to interpret a difference or

246

change within and between participants.

247

Some normalization methods are commonly used inappropriately, which leads to

248

misleading interpretations and recommendations. For example, it has been proposed that

9

249

normalization of EMG amplitude in a standardized submaximal task enables comparison

250

between groups when an MVC is not possible. Unfortunately, the likelihood that participants

251

in the groups perform the normalizing task in a manner that differs between groups, it renders

252

this form of analysis invalid [Hug & Tucker, 2017]. If this method is used, this limitation

253

upon the interpretation of data should be considered and discussed. Further, normalization to

254

the peak or average amplitude in a task does not enable comparison of amplitude between

255

groups or muscles. This method only reflects how the amplitude is distributed across the task

256

and would remove differences between individuals with high and low activation.

257

A critical issue highlighted in this consensus process is that the ideal normalization

258

method may be muscle- and task-dependent [Ball & Scurr, 2013]. EMG amplitude recorded

259

during MVCs differs as a function of joint angle (i.e., muscle length) [Worrell et al., 2001]

260

and shortening/lengthening velocity [Buckthorpe, Hannah, Pain, & Folland, 2012].

261

Normalization methods require careful consideration when dynamic tasks are being assessed.

262
263

5. Conclusion

264

This matrix presents recommendations for the selection of EMG normalization

265

methods, developed by the CEDE project team. Its aim is to improve the quality of the

266

reporting and interpretation of EMG amplitude data. This matrix includes six commonly used

267

approaches for amplitude normalization along with their definitions, pros and cons, and

268

consideration of the experimental contexts in which they are used commonly. This matrix

269

does not replace formal training or education in EMG practice. Rather, it is intended for use

270

as a reference when planning studies, and when reporting (and justifying) the decisions that

271

are made in selecting EMG amplitude normalization methods. EMG normalization is a major

272

issue that should be planned before data collection to ensure that the appropriate tasks are

273

implemented and conducted, to enable valid methods of data analysis.
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